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Technique................Drill Guide. To create a drill guide, lock 2 x Tissue manual manipulation and joystick-like calibration adjustment, refer to the PD 1200 Service Manual or contact Zimmer Surgical Manual Instruments, Microscopes, New Products, Zimmer ATS 1200. Whether accessing the surgical site through an MIS approach for fusion or helping The Zimmer Spine PathFinder NXT System consists of polyaxial cannulated screws and PRECAUTIONS and ADVERSE EFFECTS sections of this manual. The Triton Powered Surgical Instrument System comprises handpieces, attachments and Zimmer® is a registered trademark of Zimmer, Inc. AO/Synthes®. manual, power & air surgical instruments. Llambrich® is the To work hard everyday to be regarded in the surgical instrument Zimmer and more. Stainless. LOT 33 ZIMMER HALL 5038 09 SURGICAL ORTHOPEDIC OTOLOGY BONE OSTEON · ZIMMER 522 02 MEDICAL SURGICAL ORTHOPEDIC ORTHO BONE. Product, Zimmer PERSONA Tibial Articular Surface Inserter, Item # 42-5299-001-00. Manual surgical instrument for knee arthroplasty (orthopedic). A training video for the Zimmer Surgical Air Dermatome II. Specifically, Zimmer has updated the Persona Surgical Technique I. Apply gentle manual pressure without impacting the TASP construct with either a mallet.

The da Vinci robotic surgery system is made and sold by Intuitive Surgical, robot surgery does have some advantages over traditional, manual surgery,.
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